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NAME: Stella Mid-Century Loveseat

SUPPLIER:  west elm

MFG:  west elm

URL: brandcycle.shop/bpkvi

DESCRIPTION:  Our Stella Loveseat brings sleek style to
petite seats, with a tight back and rounded profile inspired by
its Italian mid-century heritage. We finished off the entire look
with neatly trimmed welted seams and tapered cast metal
legs. Sitting pretty has never been so easy.

UNIT PRICE: $999.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Vero Settee

SUPPLIER:  west elm

MFG:  west elm

URL: brandcycle.shop/8f91i

DESCRIPTION:  Our Vero Settee pairs comfort with
sophistication, thanks to its sleek curves, wide stance and
padded wraparound back that envelopes the body. We
covered it in worn velvet upholstery that contrasts beautifully
with its blackened brass-finished legs.

UNIT PRICE: $699.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Finn Loveseat

SUPPLIER:  west elm

MFG:  west elm

URL: brandcycle.shop/q5xg8

DESCRIPTION:  Compact comfort. Our Finn Loveseat's
tailored lines, tapered legs and button tufting are inspired by
mid-century forms. Its petite build makes it ideal for smaller
spaces, and each loveseat is crafted in the USA with hand-
built frames and hand-finished upholstery.

UNIT PRICE: $899.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Brazil Storage Ottoman

SUPPLIER:  Wayfair

MFG:  Alcott Hill

URL: brandcycle.shop/gpl0w

UNIT PRICE: $169.99

QTY: 1

NAME: Evangelina 2 Piece Storage Ottoman Set

SUPPLIER:  Wayfair

MFG:  Willa Arlo Interiors

URL: brandcycle.shop/89n5a

UNIT PRICE: $167.99

QTY: 1



NAME: Storage Ottoman

SUPPLIER:  west elm

MFG:  west elm

URL: brandcycle.shop/jbvp0

DESCRIPTION:  The sleek, drum-shaped silhouette of our
Upholstered Ottoman means that it easily transitions from
footrest to coffee table to extra seating. Our favorite part? The
hidden storage space—just lift the top off and keep blankets,
remote controls or magazines hidden but handily within reach.

UNIT PRICE: $399.00

QTY: 1

NAME: peekaboo acrylic console table

SUPPLIER:  cb2

MFG:  cb2

URL: brandcycle.shop/kn9vv

DESCRIPTION:  This transparent new console floats in the
room without taking up permanent visual residency. Thick-cut
plexi in one seamless turn adds clean mod edge to entries,
hallways, and behind the sofa. Priced to disappear quickly,
too.

UNIT PRICE: $379.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Mercuri Console Table

SUPPLIER:  Wayfair

MFG:  Brayden Studio

URL: brandcycle.shop/k2a4c

UNIT PRICE: $312.99

QTY: 1

NAME: 3 Tier Distressed Wood Floating Shelves

SUPPLIER:  Amazon

MFG:  TIMEYARD

URL: https://amzn.to/2IK4vsQ

DESCRIPTION:  3-Tiered Floating Shelf is the perfect piece for
any rustic, modern, or natural home decor. Hung with natural
jute, they have a unique, rustic charm. They allow to better
organize spaces and to put all sorts of things on display. They
are perfect choice for adding additional shelving space for
books, collectibles, plants, crafts, photos and more. Their
simplicity makes them versatile!

UNIT PRICE: $26.99

QTY: 1

NAME: Cubist Floating Shelf with Built-In Succulent Planter

SUPPLIER:  Amazon

MFG:  Umbra

URL: https://amzn.to/2lP4tXL

DESCRIPTION:  Cubist is a unique floating shelf from Umbra
that will add a modern decorative touch to your home or office
décor while at the same time providing you with functional
shelving and storage

UNIT PRICE: $45.86

QTY: 1



NAME: Wall-Mounted Wire Triple Cube

SUPPLIER:  The Container Store

MFG:  The Container Store

URL: brandcycle.shop/pc2k9

DESCRIPTION:  Our three-in-one storage cube is made to fit
your space, however your space is configured. Hang it
vertically or horizontally to create wall shelves for organizing
accessories, towels or art supplies. Use it as an entryway
drop zone where its three cubbies make a great landing spot
for books, bags and mail. Removable hooks give you even
more storage possibilities. With its durable construction and
vintage vibe, our wall cube can also hold a creative display of
photos, collectibles and decor.

UNIT PRICE: $49.99

QTY: 1

NAME: Single Acrylic Wall Shelves

SUPPLIER:  The Container Store

MFG:  The Container Store

URL: brandcycle.shop/21uo9

DESCRIPTION:  Our Acrylic Shelves are some of our most
popular wall-mounted solutions for many reasons - they're
sturdy, they blend wiith any decor, and can be used in any
room in the home or in the office. Use them to hold toiletries,
spices, small plants, books, pictures, or the clock radio by
your bed. Two is better than one with the Double Acrylic Shelf
- get twice the storage space.

UNIT PRICE: $12.99

QTY: 1

NAME: Reclaimed Wood Floating Shelf Reclaimed Pine

SUPPLIER:  west elm

MFG:  west elm

URL: brandcycle.shop/xvor4

DESCRIPTION:  Available in three sizes, our Reclaimed Pine
Floating Shelf's one-of-a-kind finish adds a rustic touch to
kitchens, entryways and home offices. Made from unfinished
reclaimed pine certified to Forest Stewardship Council
standards® (FSC), each shelf is wide enough for books,
frames and vases.

UNIT PRICE: $79.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Floating Shelf with Strengthened Tempered Glass

SUPPLIER:  Amazon

MFG:  WALI

URL: https://amzn.to/2yY9HK9

DESCRIPTION:  Smart Design: Elegant floating shelf (with
adjustable height) to free-up floor space and enhance the look
of your entertainment system.

UNIT PRICE: $16.99

QTY: 1



NAME: Our Under Bed Box

SUPPLIER:  The Container Store

MFG:  The Container Store

URL: brandcycle.shop/hxqk6

DESCRIPTION:  Utilize the storage space under your beds
with Our Under Bed Boxes. Designed and molded to our exact
specifications, our box is made from clear, virtually
unbreakable polypropylene to provide uncompromised
visibility of the contents. Each box features an easy-open,
locking lid. It stacks modularly with our other Clear Storage
Boxes, making the most efficient use of your closet space. For
convenience, we offer these popular boxes in cases of eight.

UNIT PRICE: $12.99

QTY: 1

NAME:  Underbed Storage Drawer in White/Clear

SUPPLIER:  Bed Bath & Beyond

MFG:  IRIS®

URL: brandcycle.shop/u7h4t

DESCRIPTION:  Put this IRIS Underbed Storage Drawer
beneath your bed as an ideal place to stash away out-of-
season clothing or other items you want to keep tidy and
organized. It has a stackable design and the clear drawer
front keeps the contents visible.

UNIT PRICE: $19.99

QTY: 1
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